Tamiya’s 1/48th Messerschmitt Me262 A 1-a
Me262 A-1a, Red “S”, flown by Unteroffizier Johann-Karl Műller,
JV44, Brandenburg-Briest, March 1944.

This kit was released during 2002. Doesn’t time fly..!
On opening the box, one finds a typical Tamiya package. There are
five sprues in dark grey plastic and one clear; a very comprehensive
decal sheet for four aircraft and three printed sheets: the main
instruction sheet, a 95% scale drawing of one of the decal options,
and a very detailed description and history of the aircraft, in both
English and Japanese.
The kit’s decals cover four options: the one headlined above; “Green
1” of III/JG7; “Red 13” of III/EJG2 (Obs.Lt. Heinz Bar); “White 3”, 9
Staffel, III/JG27.
A very useful reference for the build was provided by “Messerschmitt
Me262 Schwalbe” written by Robert Peczkowski: Mushroom Model
Publications, 2002. This book provides very many extremely useful
detail photos of in-service, captured, and preserved airframes, and
also many colour profiles.

The kit offers the option of being built as a either a pure fighter or
carrying twelve R4M unguided air-to-air rockets under each wing, or
the heavy W.Gr21 unguided air-to-air rockets mounted under the
nose on the aptly nick-named “Wikingerschiff” bomb racks; two decal
options cover the rocket-armed aircraft. The sprues also have parts
that are not to be used with this particular kit, being more applicable
to other versions of the Me262, including an alternative rudder, nosewheel leg, and nose-wheel, and extra armour plate for the pilot. One
very useful item is that the nose-wheel bay is a metal casting to
prevent the model from being a tail-sitter: this part fits beautifully
with the aid of a drop of cyanoacrylate, and the fit is so good that I
was quite tempted to put it in place without fixing it. Another nice
touch is the provision of engine intake blanks, which, even if not used
on the finished model, will protect the intake area and turbine blades
from paint when airbrushing the airframe.

Construction begins with the excellent cockpit tub, and the highly
detailed cannon bay. Decals are provided for seat-belts, which I do
not normally like, but this time I used them and, as they had fitted
over a semi-gloss (leather) seat-back, I then painted them with a
matte varnish - the contrast did help their appearance. The cannon
bay can either be closed in a later stage of the build, or be displayed

with the covers propped open- which in this case is made easier by
covers moulded in the open position.

The next stage is the fitting of the nose-wheel leg to the nose-wheel
bay; it is designed to be slid into this metal part without the use of
any cement. A point worth mentioning is that, on the real aircraft,
the very long nose-leg has a very prominent brake pipe; this was
reproduced using 0.315 mm soft copper wire.

Fuselage halves are joined next, enclosing the cockpit tub in the
process.

The rest of the construction follows a conventional path. However,
constructing and installing the windscreen is a little different from
the norm- and this is where, for some inexplicable reason, I did A
Very Silly Thing...
Tamiya has moulded part of the upper cowling and windscreen as
one clear item, an excellent idea which results in a seamless
transition from cowling to windscreen. The Me262’s windscreen is,
itself, not armoured, but has an additional armoured glass plate
fitted immediately behind the windscreen. In the kit this is a
separate part and has a tongue moulded onto it which locates
underneath the clear cowling/windscreen part. So far, so good- the

trial fitting of these two parts went well; so I proceeded to glue them
together... Throughout this build I used Tamiya’s Extra Thin
Cement (brilliant stuff!), and without thinking I placed a spot of it on
the tongue of the armoured glass and then joined the two parts. (Yes,
you all know what’s coming, don’t you..?) Capillary action shot the
cement up between the two parts... and frosted their opposing
surfaces! Why I used the Extra Thin Cement- I’ll never know... I
always use PVA (Deluxe Materials Glue ‘n’ Glaze) on clear parts. I
quickly prized the two pieces apart, and then spent the next 45
minutes sanding and polishing the inner face of the armoured glass
to restore an acceptable degree of clarity, and the polishing of the
inside surface of the windscreen took well over an hour! The final
result is that one can see through the windscreen... to a certain
degree..!
The model was painted in the RLM 81/82/76 scheme- an RLM 81/82
splinter pattern above the wings and tail plane, and the same colours
were used for the fuselage mottling- the lower half and underside of
the fuselage and wings was painted in RLM76. All was done using
my Iwata Revolution CR and Xtracolor enamel paint, which provided
the necessary decal-ready gloss finish. While on the subject of paint
finishes- don’t bother to pre-shade a Me262 airframe; the Luftwaffe
filled and smoothed every panel joint, barring access panels, in order
to extract the maximum performance out of the aircraft. The only
areas where I used a thin shading wash was on the hinge lines of the
flying surfaces, and to emphasise access panels.

Decaling took over ten hours (and a bottle of Chianti... just the one);
those tiny stencils are very fiddly..! Of course, being Tamiya, the
decals were superbly printed, but, compared to, say, Xtradecal
products, are markedly thicker, and thus copious amounts of
MicroSet and MicroSol were used. Final varnishing was by
airbrushing (misting) Xtracrylix Flat Varnish over the airframe.
This varnish is not absolutely matte, and I think that the resulting
slight sheen nicely represents the satin finish found on Luftwaffe
aircraft.
The final stages were the fitting of the navigation lights and the Pitot
tube; the latter went in the port wingtip very easily- but as for the
navigation lights..! Suffice to say they are very tiny and fiddly. First
one must place a miniscule drop of Tamiya clear red/clear green into
a very small recess moulded into the inner face of the light- keeping
the remainder of the clear part free of paint. Then, fixing the lights
into their locations on either wingtip (using PVA, of course) is quite
straightforward- but don’t even dream of dropping one onto the floor;
I didn’t, thank goodness!
What is my opinion of this build? Did I enjoy it (apart from
correcting the consequences of that Very Silly Mistake)?
It was a very pleasurable experience (despite the VSM). The kit goes
together in typical Tamiya fashion, and its well engineered parts
make the job of building it an absolute pleasure. However, I do not
think that it is a kit that will tolerate anything but a steady and
precise approach. Forget the old joke about Tamiya kits: “Shake the
box, and it builds itself”… this one certainly does not! I did like the
armament options. Notwithstanding that VSM, I did appreciate the
integral cowling/windscreen clear moulding, and it’s a feature that I
would like to see employed on other kits.
This is a highly recommended kit… but it’s a shame that the Chianti
isn’t included...
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